IT'S TIME FOR A...
MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGH™

We invite you to join us on a journey that leads to better health, less stress, and reduced pain

Call Now - (818) 210-4485
ABOUT US

MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGH’S CORE VALUES

Relieving Pain – No one should have to live in pain. It dramatically changes the way you live your life, not only affecting your health, but your personal relationships as well. When your body is feeling so much pain, it makes it tough to put on a smile and participate the way you want with loved ones.

Helping the Elderly - There are lots of tech products out there that focus on young people, but the people who often need the most help are senior citizens because they are the ones that suffer the most pain. We will work with as many doctors who are willing to work with us to develop products that can truly make life easier as we get older.

Saving You Money – Good health shouldn’t cost you an arm and a leg. We are always looking for new ways to help save you money, while ensuring that you get the product you actually need. This is why we constantly run specials to maximize your savings.

Family Culture - We treat every one of our customers like our moms and dads—the most important people in our lives. Every customer is treated with compassion, dignity, and respect because they deserve no less.

Anything is Possible - There is a lot of negativity in the world, but we have a choice to either focus on the positive or negative aspects of life. We are here to do everything we can to change the world and make it a better place and help people lead better lives.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT,
we never wanted to get into the massage chair business. Unfortunately, there are millions of people with back problems that need help on a daily basis. Many of the people that come to see us really need a massage chair because it can help their body heal naturally, without the use of costly drugs, injections, or surgery.

A common problem with most of the massage chairs out there is that they have no medical value. They don’t correct posture problems, relieve chronic back pain, treat neck and shoulder issues, or help with arthritis or sciatica. All they can do is massage you.

What’s the point of spending money on a massage chair if it does nothing to help heal your body?

After waiting decades for a medical massage chair to be built, and witnessing zero progression, we decided we had to design our very own. Although we had limited time and resources, we worked with as many medical doctors, chiropractors, dermatologists and pain specialists that we could find. We want the Medical Breakthrough Massage Chair Series™ to help the 100 million Americans suffering from chronic pain, the 115 million dealing with stress, and the 60 million who struggle with irregular sleep patterns.

We want our massage chairs to help as many people as possible; it’s the reason why we work with so many doctors, chiropractors, and pain specialists.

Call Now - (818) 210-4485
Let Us Tell You Our Story, From the Beginning...
We spent years in our chiropractic office, and saw patients suffer from ailments ranging from minor shoulder pain to severe lower back pain, to pain that spreads throughout the entire body. After over 36 years of practicing, there isn't much we haven't seen. Since so many people are suffering, we figured there had to be a solution. We spent years waiting for someone to invent a massage chair that we would be able to recommend to all of our patients. Finally, we grew tired of waiting and decided it was time to make our own chair. We spent the last 14 years developing a massage chair that could help solve many of the problems we saw on a daily basis; a massage chair that could help heal your body.

There are many massage chairs out there, but most of them miss the mark when it comes to relieving pain and correcting posture by providing massages with few medical benefits.

We wanted a massage chair that had our 36 years of experience in it; a chair that was just like having a personal chiropractor in your own home, that could massage and help you relieve pain whenever you needed. We worked with several manufacturers to develop the ultimate line of massage chairs. We went through dozens and dozens of models, but many just didn't work. After investing nearly everything we had saved, down to our last bit of savings, we finally had a breakthrough and engineered a chair that dramatically helps relieve the majority of the pain in your body. Since it was so difficult to make and took so much of our precious time and energy, we decided to call it the Medical Breakthrough Series.

We are a direct manufacturer of the chairs we sell, and our Medical Breakthrough massage chairs can help eliminate the pain from your body, as well as solve many of the problems we all face as we get older. We believe everyone deserves good health, and our chairs tap into the power of massage therapy to support you in your effort to live a life that's unburdened by stress and illness.

Our chairs offer the massage features that you need to feel your very best. We are perfectionists and are in total control of the product from start to finish. There is no middleman to compromise our vision. You can purchase our chairs directly from us with confidence, knowing that you’re getting a high-quality product. Many of our competitors offer chairs that are poorly made or missing key features. The Medical Breakthrough massage chairs are made with materials and manufacturing practices that are second to none, in world class facilities. We spared no expense when it comes to making a massage chair that can help you take control of your health.

It's our mission to help you improve your mental and physical health with all the benefits that massage therapy has to offer. We invite you to join us on a journey that leads to less stress, less pain, and better health.
On November 11, 2016, Fox News visited the Rural Institute for Veterans’ Education and Research (RIVER), “a facility so state-of-the-art that even the United States Army Elites are now taking notice.” At this facility, they found several medical doctors and chiropractors using the Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs™ to help over 10,000 veterans with chronic pain and traumatic brain injuries.

The Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs™ are used nearly every day by veterans, and have been called by the staff and doctors that work there, "the world’s greatest massage chair." The massage rollers and air bags are so powerful they can help relieve chronic pain all over the body, while the numerous air cells are able to grab every part of the muscle to give the body a tight squeeze that makes you feel alive again.

There are 4 medical doctors and several chiropractors at RIVER who help thousands of veterans throughout the year handle pain, and the Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs™ have been instrumental in helping our veterans heal.
WHY BUY A MASSAGE CHAIR?

THE BENEFITS

1. Stimulates the lymph system, the body’s natural defense against toxic invaders. Massage has been shown to increase cells that fight breast cancer in patients.

2. Reduces post-operative adhesions and edema, as well as reduces and realigns scar tissue after healing has occurred.

3. Relieves migraine headache pain, and decreases the need of expensive medications, which can have unpleasant side effects.

4. Reduces recovery time for strenuous workouts and eliminates subsequent risk of muscle strain and repetitive stress injuries.

5. Contributes to shorter labor, reduces the need for medication, and aids in quicker recovery for pregnant women.

6. Reduces muscles spasms and cramping, and increases joint mobility, which reduces arthritic pain.

7. Relaxes and softens injured and overused muscles, reducing the risk of long-term injury.

8. Improves range of motion and decreases discomfort associated with lower back pain.

9. Releases endorphins, the body’s natural painkiller. For this reason, massage therapy is incorporated in treatment for chronic illness, injury, and recovery from surgery to control and relieve pain.

10. Increases blood circulation, which allows the body to pump more oxygen and nutrients into tissues and vital organs, and has been shown to increase cells that fight cancer.
**ZERO GRAVITY SLEEP SYSTEM™**
This chair will assist you in finding the optimal position for your relaxation. Then, the chair performs a soothing, therapeutic massage to help you drift off to sleep.

**SMART FULL BODY MEDICAL SCAN™**
Our highly advanced Smart Medical Scan™ technology will detect every curve of your body, and deliver a targeted, soothing massage. We designed this system with flexibility in mind since everyone likes different kinds of massages. If that isn't enough, all Medical Breakthrough massage chairs can be adjusted manually as well. You can adjust the vertical position of the rollers from your neck all the way to your lower back.

**INTENSE LOWER BACK ROLLERS**
Since lower back pain is one of the most common problems that our customers have, we prioritize finding a way to alleviate that pain. After over 30 designs, we finally developed one of the most powerful lower back rollers on the market. They can work out the stiffness and kinks in your back that other massage chairs simply can't do.

**ADJUSTABLE LEG EXTENSIONS**
Our massage chair is designed to fit people of all heights. Whether you are 4 feet or 6 feet 5 inches, we have engineered the chair to match your exact height. Our adjustable leg extensions make it easy to extend or shorten the legs to your most comfortable position.

**TRUE 3D DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE SYSTEM™**
Most other massage chairs can't offer the same relief of our True 3D Deep Tissue Massage System™. It performs extreme deep tissue massages along your back, and along your neck in the shape of your spine. The specially designed massage rollers massage deep into your neck, back, and lower back to ensure that your whole body can enjoy the healing potential of our True 3D Deep Tissue Massage System™. It's so effective, that you will feel like a brand new person even after the most stubborn stiffness is massaged away.

**QUIET MASSAGE**
To help you get into the most relaxed mindset possible, we engineer the chair to be extremely quiet. The motor is designed to be completely sound proof, so you barely hear any noise during the massage.

**MSRP: $7,999  
SAVINGS: $4,000  
PRICE: $3,999  
OR $90/MONTH**
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ZERO GRAVITY SLEEP SYSTEM™ | SMART FULL BODY MEDICAL SCAN™ | INTENSE LOWER BACK ROLLERS | ADJUSTABLE LEG EXTENSIONS | INTENSE HEAT THERAPY™ | TRUE 3D DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE SYSTEM™ | QUIET MASSAGE+

HUMONGOUS SHOULDER MASSAGERS
Our shoulder massagers are the largest on the market, hence the name. Other massage chairs have airbags that are too small and don’t do anything for shoulder pain.

HUMAN HAND MASSAGE SYSTEM™
Our specially engineered massage rollers feel just like human hands as they massage your entire body. Choose from 6 different types of massages in 5 different speeds and intensities: kneading, tapping, kneading & tapping combined, shiatsu, and kneading and rolling (back stretch).

ENGULFED ARM MASSAGE SYSTEM™
Our system covers every inch of your arms, hands, fingers, finger tips, and massages them from top to bottom, underneath and sideways, all at the same time. Even a trained masseuse cannot do all these things at once!

REFLEXOLOGY FOOT MASSAGE SYSTEM™
Our unique Reflexology Foot Massage System™ is equipped with 3 rows of rollers that completely cover the soles of your feet. Our system also offers Artificial Human Scraping Therapy Massage from heel to toe.

SPEAKERS WITH BLUETOOTH CONNECTION
The Breakthrough 6 comes with speakers and a Bluetooth connection so you can listen to your favorite song, podcast, or audiobook while you receive a relaxing massage, without all those messy wires.

FULL BODY STRETCH
Our Full Body Stretch function holds your hips in place while your legs are pulled down and your back is stretched. Daily stretching can improve energy and balance, relieve pain, and prevent future injury.
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ZERO GRAVITY SLEEP SYSTEM™
HUMONGOUS SHOULDER MASSAGERS
SMART FULL BODY MEDICAL SCAN™
INTENSE LOWER BACK ROLLERS
ADJUSTABLE LEG EXTENSIONS
INTENSE HEAT THERAPY™
TRUE 3D DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE SYSTEM™
QUIET MASSAGE
HUMAN HAND MASSAGE SYSTEM™
ENGULFED ARM MASSAGE SYSTEM™
REFLEXOLOGY FOOT MASSAGE SYSTEM™
FULL BODY STRETCH
SPEAKERS WITH BLUETOOTH CONNECTION

CHIROPRACTIC BODYTWIST TECHNOLOGY™
Our customers loved the Chiropractic BodyTwist™ on the Breakthrough 8 model so much that we decided to redesign the Breakthrough 6 to incorporate it, resulting in the Breakthrough 6 Plus. With BodyTwist technology, you don't just sit in the chair; your body is held in place by strong, stable airbags while both your waist and your hips twist side-to-side, giving you an amazing stretch. This is one of the first massage chairs in the world with the Chiropractic BodyTwist Technology™. We've also further improved on the design to include a buttocks massage.

MSRP: $43,999
SAVINGS: $6,000
PRICE: $7,999
OR $167/MONTH
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ZERO GRAVITY SLEEP SYSTEM™
HUMONGOUS SHOULDERS MASSAGERS
SMART FULL BODY MEDICAL SCAN™
INTENSE LOWER BACK ROLLERS
ADJUSTABLE LEG EXTENSIONS
INTENSE HEAT THERAPY™
TRUE 3D DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE SYSTEM™
QUIET MASSAGE
HUMAN HAND MASSAGE SYSTEM™
ENGULFED ARM MASSAGE SYSTEM™
REFLEXOLOGY FOOT MASSAGE SYSTEM™
FULL BODY STRETCH
SPEAKERS WITH BLUETOOTH CONNECTION

CHAMPISSAGE HEAD MASSAGER™
Our head massager was inspired by the world famous Indian head massage known as Champissage, which has been practiced in India for thousands of years. The Medical Breakthrough 7 is the first massage chair on the market to come with a custom engineered Champissage Pillow Head Massager™. Champissage head massages are known for being extremely relaxing, as well as providing balancing affects that help release stress and tension. When you combine all of these features, it creates a wonderful sense of peace and well being.

MSRP: $43,999
SAVINGS: $6,000
PRICE: $7,999
OR $167/MONTH

$7,999
$167/MONTH
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HUMAN HAND MASSAGE SYSTEM™ | ENGULFED ARM MASSAGE SYSTEM™
REFLEXOLOGY FOOT MASSAGE SYSTEM™ | ZERO GRAVITY SLEEP SYSTEM™ | FULL BODY STRETCH
QUIET MASSAGE | HUMONGOUS SHOULDERS MASSAGERS
SMART FULL BODY MEDICAL SCAN™ | INTENSE LOWER BACK ROLLERS
ADJUSTABLE LEG EXTENSIONS | INTENSE HEAT THERAPY™
TRUE 3D DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE SYSTEM™ | CHIROPRACTIC BODYTWIST TECHNOLOGY™

NECK TWIST
Medical Breakthrough 8 is one of the first chairs in the world that will gently turn your neck side to side. Other massage chairs just have neck rollers that can only provide a limited massage.

USB / MP3 / MUSIC
The Breakthrough 8 is so revolutionary that it comes with a USB port and flash drive filled with relaxing sounds to help you fall fast asleep during your massage. Because it’s a flash drive, you can plug it into your computer and add your own favorite songs, or even ocean sounds to feel like you’re relaxing at the beach!

HEADPHONES
To make sure you’re totally ready to go, we’ve also included headphones. They’re designed to completely cover your ears and keep noise out to ensure that your massage experience is distraction-free!

MSRP: $25,999
SAVINGS: $16,000
PRICE: $9,999
OR $208/MONTH
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MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGH™
8 Plus

HUMAN HAND MASSAGE SYSTEM™
ENGULFED ARM MASSAGE SYSTEM™
REFLEXOLOGY FOOT MASSAGE SYSTEM™
ZERO GRAVITY SLEEP SYSTEM™
FULL BODY STRETCH
QUIET MASSAGE
HUMONGOUS SHOULDERS MASSAGERS
SMART FULL BODY MEDICAL SCAN™
INTENSE LOWER BACK ROLLERS
ADJUSTABLE LEG EXTENSIONS
INTENSE HEAT THERAPY™
TRUE 3D DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE SYSTEM™
NECK TWIST
CHIROPRACTIC BODYTWIST TECHNOLOGY™
USB / MP3 / MUSIC
HEADPHONES

OPEN FOOT
Most massage chairs are designed with closed foot massage systems. Unfortunately, this means people with larger feet never get to experience full use of the chair. That's why we specifically designed the Breakthrough 8 Model 2 with Open Feet. The original Breakthrough 8 can fit a maximum shoe size of 11, but the Breakthrough 8 Open Feet Model has no size limit.

MSRP: $27,999
SAVINGS: $15,450
PRICE: $12,999
OR $270/MONTH

$12,999
$270/MONTH

Call Now - (818) 210-4485
FULL LIST OF BENEFITS:

- Improve cardiovascular health
- Improved sleep
- Decrease stress in cancer patients
- Promote relaxation
- Lower blood pressure
- Help chronic neck pain
- Reduce chemotherapy-related nausea
- Enhance exercise performance
- Manage lower-back pain
- Reduce muscle tension
- Relieve postoperative pain
- Relieve stress
- Reduce anxiety
- Help fibromyalgia pain
- Relieve tension headaches
- Ease symptoms of depression
- Reduce pain of osteoarthritis
- Improve balance in older adults
- Decrease rheumatoid arthritis pain
- Temper effects of dementia
- Decrease symptoms of carpal tunnel syndrome
- Lower joint replacement pain
- Increase range of motion
- Improve quality of life in hospice care
- Decrease migraine frequency

MSRP: $29,999  
SAVINGS: $17,000  
PRICE: $12,999  
OR $270/MONTH
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Our massage chairs are so well designed that they fit 90% of people on the market. This is because all of our Medical Breakthrough massage chairs come with Smart Full Body Medical Scan™ technology, so each chair measures and naturally adjusts to your body shape.

However, we understand that each person is different, and some people have specific needs due to their size or medical conditions. We are the only massage chair company in the world that can custom-tailor your chair to your specific needs, right from our factory in Los Angeles.

Every massage chair on the market is mass produced in an assembly line. The problem for people with sensitive skin or special medical conditions is that some parts of the massage might be a little too strong. What’s worse is when you tell the other company that the massage hurts, all they say is that you have to get used to the chair.

THE DIFFERENCE WITH US:

We can customize the chair for the 10% who need special modifications, because we are the only company in the world who hand-tailors each chair.

We have skilled tailors with over 56 years of experience customizing leather. They’re experts at making sure the pads and stitching fit your individual needs. Whether you have a different shaped neck, extra sensitivity in your back or legs, or you want an extra pillow for your head, our tailors can do it all.

Our massage chair padding customization is made in a similar way to hand-tailored suits. We can adjust the chair to match any height, weight, body curvature, or sensitivity. We took the professionalism and comfort of tailored suits and applied them to our massage chairs. Now, any customer can have their massage chair customized to their specific needs, making it the most comfortable massage chair experience imaginable.

We are the only company in the world that hand-makes massage chairs, and can custom-tailor your chair to your specific medical needs.
This breakthrough invention was created to aid you with persistent headaches, lack of sleep, and fatigued eyes.

Our primary mission for the Medical Breakthrough’s Facial Relaxation™ is to help you reduce migraines, tension headaches, and sleep a lot better. Approximately 50-80% of people dealing with migraines report sleep related problems. This is detrimental to your overall health, since the body does most of its healing while you sleep.

**WITHOUT SLEEP, OUR BODY CANNOT HEAL.**

Over the last several years, we have been working with several sleep specialists to develop Medical Breakthrough’s Facial Relaxation to help massage your face, reduce migraines, and help you fall asleep.
We worked with several foot doctors to engineer our Medical Breakthrough Podiatrist, a system designed to help heal your feet.

Of all the people we talk to on a daily basis, 95% say they're in a lot of pain. Our doctors have assessed this pain often originates in the feet. Foot pain, even when it's minor, should be addressed immediately. Not only can it be a sign of serious health problems, such as diabetes, peripheral neuropathy, and arthritis, if left unchecked, it can lead to even more serious health problems, such as damage to your joints, hips, and spine. This starts a nasty cycle where one injury leads to another, and the body begins to break down.

The average adult takes 4,000-6,000 steps a day, and during an average day of walking, the cumulative force on your feet can equal hundreds of tons. This is how hard your feet actually work, and why it's so important to protect them. They are your first line of defense, and if they fail, the rest of your body can be damaged, complicating future recovery, and in some serious cases can lead to permanent disability, which may require costly and dangerous surgery.

At Medical Breakthrough, we believe that no one should have to live with pain, and after working with several podiatrists, we realized that helping people keep their feet healthy was essential to the overall health of the rest of their body. All of us agreed that proper foot care was a top priority. That's why we spent the last 5 years working to develop a system to help heal your feet.

We tested all of the foot massage devices on the market. Most of them just massage your feet, and none of the companies that had developed them ever worked with foot doctors. Although developing a system to help care for your feet took a lot of time and resources, we felt like it would help so many people avoid disability and surgery, we had to do it. We paid several podiatrists and worked with them closely to come up with a foot massage system that podiatrists themselves would use.

According to the IPMA, more than 16 million Americans suffer from foot problems every year. Unfortunately, most people are unable to care for their feet properly and by the time they go to a podiatrist, it's already too late.

The Solution to Foot Problems
Due to the high number of problems caused by foot pain, we have spent the last 5 years working with foot doctors from across the country to develop the very first Medical Breakthrough Podiatrist, a foot and calf system that can massage and help care for your feet properly. Use it daily to give a soothing workout through every inch of your foot and calf, and have the most relaxing experience of your life. If your feet feel better, your entire body will feel better.

MSRP: $1,945
SAVINGS: $1,000
PRICE: $945

Foot Pain
Ankle Pain
Knee Pain
Hip Pain
Calf Pain
Back Pain
Muscle Fatigue
Improve Circulation
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Designed to loosen tight muscles all over your body, the Full Body Pain Reliever can take care of any type of pain or stiffness.

One of the biggest barriers to good overall health is the prohibitive cost of healthcare. Professionals like massage therapists, chiropractors, and pain specialists perform valuable services, but sometimes these options are too expensive for an average person to afford on a regular basis. Access to money should never determine anyone’s health. This is why we developed Medical Breakthrough’s Full Body Pain Reliever™. A healthy massage done correctly is a great way to help relieve pain and improve the body’s health. We worked with several pain specialists to invent a device that will help reduce pain throughout your entire body. When used correctly, it will help save you thousands of dollars in medical bills as your body ages.
According to the AAPM (American Academy of Pain Medicine), over 100 million Americans suffer from chronic pain. And in today's fast-paced world, few people have the time or resources to get massages on a regular basis. This means most people have to suffer with their various aches and pains with little hope of relief.

Since so many people suffer from chronic pain, we designed Medical Breakthrough's Instant Pain Relief™. It is the ONLY pillow massager designed by doctors and pain specialists. That's why it's been expertly engineered to soothe pain anywhere on your body. Its powerful, heated massage nodes can stop neck pain, back pain, leg pain, and abdominal pain in their tracks. It is simple to use, and has a strap on the back, allowing you to attach it anywhere you may be. With this amazing piece of technology, you can have instant pain relief 24 hours a day, and enjoy the quality, pain-free life you deserve.

MSRP: $645
SAVINGS: $300
PRICE: $345

Call Now - (818) 210-4485
Hand made from the absolute finest blend of micro polyester to perfectly fit your chair, the Medical Breakthrough Chair Cover will help your chair look at its best for its entire lifespan.

The leather exterior is usually the first thing to wear out on most massage chairs, so protecting your leather is one of the most important things you can do for your chair. Even though all of the Medical Breakthrough massage chairs come with a leather exterior that’s 1mm thicker than our competitors, it still doesn’t protect against pet scratches, spilled food and drink, or accidental punctures. When these things happen (as they always do), the integrity of the chair is compromised, and can result in the chair working improperly, resulting in pain and discomfort for the user.

This is why we developed our Leather Guard™ massage chair covers. Our tailors start by measuring every aspect of the chairs so each of our covers fit your chair perfectly. Then they cut and tailor each cover by hand. Each cover takes over 12 hours to make. This means that your massage chair cover is made with love, passion, and an attention to detail that our competitors simply can’t match. Our massage chair covers are perfectly molded to fit each of our chairs, making them pleasant to the eye, while preserving the chair’s leather. This also means the cover does not interfere with any of the sophisticated features of the chair.

MSRP: $995
SAVINGS: $450
PRICE: $545
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We are extremely careful which products we put our name on because we want to make sure every one of them works for you. Since we only select products with overwhelming documented research behind them, your health is our top priority.

Here is some of the documented research behind our Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs

01. According to Orthopedic Nursing, massage therapy may be effective for orthopedic patients with lower back problems, and potentially beneficial for patients with other orthopedic problems. Massage therapy appears to be safe, has high patient satisfaction, and reduces pain and dysfunction.


02. According to the International Journal of Neuroscience, massage therapy is effective in reducing pain, stress hormones, and symptoms associated with chronic low back pain. Massage therapy was compared to relaxation for chronic low back pain. By the end of the study, the massage therapy group, as compared to the relaxation group, reported less pain, depression, anxiety, and improved sleep. They also showed improved trunk and pain flexion performance, and their serotonin and dopamine levels were higher.


03. According to the Journal of Bodywork and Movement Therapy, a massage therapy group, as compared to the relaxation group, reported less pain, depression, anxiety, and sleep disturbance. They also showed improved trunk and pain flexion performance.


04. According to the International Journal of Neuroscience, twenty-six adults with migraine headaches were randomly assigned to a wait-list control group or to a massage therapy group, and received two 30-minute massages per week for five consecutive weeks. The massage therapy subjects reported fewer distress symptoms, less pain, less headaches, fewer sleep disturbances, and they showed an increase in serotonin levels.


05. According to the International Journal of Neuroscience, a group of adults were given a chair massage, and control group adults were asked to relax in a chair for 15 minutes, two times per week for five weeks. Frontal delta power increased for both groups, suggesting relaxation. The massage group showed decreased alpha and beta power, and increased speed and accuracy on math computations. At the end of the five-week period, depression scores were lower for both groups, but job stress scores were only lower for the massage group.


06. According to the Journal of Bodywork and Movement Therapies, high blood pressure is associated with elevated anxiety, stress, hostility, depression, and catecholamine. Massage therapy and progressive muscle relaxation were evaluated as treatments for reducing blood pressure and its associated symptoms. Adults who had been diagnosed as hypertensive received ten 30 minute massage sessions over five weeks, or they were given progressive muscle relaxation instructions (control group). Systolic blood pressure decreased after the first and last massage therapy sessions, and relaxing diastolic blood pressure decreased from the first to the last day of the study. Although both groups reported less anxiety, only the massage therapy group reported less depression and hostility and showed decreased cortisol (a common stress hormone).


According to a review of scientific literature done by the British Journal of Nursing, studies demonstrated significant effects of therapeutic massage including a reduction of systolic blood pressure and pulse, an increase in skin temperature, decrease in heart rate, increased relaxation, decrease in anxiety scores, and decrease in agitation. Weinrich SP, Haddock S, Robinson K. "Therapeutic massage in older persons: research issues." British Journal of Nursing. 8(3): 159-64, Feb 11-24, 1999.


If you'd like to see even more documented studies, please check them out at our website: www.MedicalBreakthrough.org
01. Is this a chair you can sit in for everyday use?
   - Yes, it is very comfortable. Just adjust all the settings to perfectly fit you. That’s what the extreme customization is made for.

02. How many boxes does it come in? And is it easy to install?
   - This chair comes in 2 large boxes. There are easy to follow instructions, so you can effortlessly install the chair. But, if you do get stuck, feel free to call us at 213-265-8830, and we will have one of our technicians help you get it installed.

03. How heavy is this chair?
   - This chair is one of the heaviest chairs ever built. It is 320 pounds. It’s so heavy because we use top of the line commercial grade material to build the chair so it lasts a long time. There are wheels at the bottom of the chair if you want to move it around your room.

04. Do I need a special outlet to use this massage chair?
   - No, you do not need a 220 outlet. This massage chair is made to be in anyone’s home and will work perfectly on a 110 outlet.

05. Can I leave the massage chair plugged in all the time or will it wear the chair down?
   - Yes, you can leave it plugged in all the time. We have engineered Breakthrough 8 to be just like your computer. Just turn the power off if you’re not using it.

06. Does this chair work for someone 6’3” tall?
   - Yes, it is made for any size person. There are leg extensions that can easily be pushed out to fit any height.

07. Does Breakthrough 8 recline electronically?
   - Yes. Unlike normal recliners, Medical Breakthrough massage chairs give you unlimited freedom in adjusting your chair. Normal recliners frequently tilt and lock into place at certain angles, limiting your range of movement, but this is not a problem for our massage chairs. You can recline to almost 180 degrees, or anywhere in between, ensuring you find the most comfortable position for your massage or sleep. Considering everything Medical Breakthrough massage chairs offer, you will be tempted to throw away your boring, old recliner!
How many doctors are behind a medical breakthrough?

Dr. Linda Elyad
Dr. Ronald Furmann
Dr. Shawn Lee
Dr. Peter Kim
William Finn (retired chiropractor)
Michael Waller (physical therapist)
Dr. Craig Dockter
Allan L. Allphin, MD (surgeon)
Dr. Charles Allen
John G. Riehm, M.D. is a medical doctor with 34 years of experience and a background in internal medicine from the University of Louisville School of Medicine. What makes him such a great doctor to work with is, he also has an electrical engineering degree and has worked for GE, Xerox, and Texas Instruments!

As someone who suffers from ongoing leg pain for the last 5 years, and couldn’t find relief using other massage chairs, Dr. Riehm did some thorough investigating for himself. By applying his background in electrical engineering for some of the biggest companies in the US, he realized that Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs are superior in design and mechanics to any other chair on the market.

After ordering and using the chair for himself, Dr. Riehm was amazed to see that the chronic pain in his legs had become much more at ease. He was also relieved of the severe lower back pain and scoliosis. His Medical Breakthrough Massage Chair has given him the timely and convenient relief he needs in dealing with his lower back pain.

“The features I feel are unique to Medical Breakthrough and you will have a hard time finding them in any other chair. I believe that this chair is one of the very best that you’re ever going to find. I really believe that the quality of it will express itself to you once you get in it and experience it yourself.”

~ Dr. John Riehm
Retired Chiropractic Doctor Linda Elyad, is a cum laude graduate of Doctor of Chiropractics from Palmer College of Chiropractic West and a student of Stanford University through the Arthritis Foundation.

As an expert in her field, Elyad spent over 30 years as a trusted Chiropractic Doctor, and 39 years as a massage therapist alleviating pain in all types of patients. She spent most of her time working and correcting the pain of everyday Americans, but also used her expertise in other countries, such as Israel.

She loves the wonders of massage therapy, and chiropractic practices. She shares a story of a long time friend with overwhelming aches and pains that progressively become worse. With the purchase of a massage chair, Elyad’s friend had found everyday relief for the very first time since the pain developed. Elyad and her friend credit massage therapy for the relief she found, and further acknowledged the discoveries that Medical Breakthrough™ has made to give access to pain relief for those in need. In the eyes of Elyad, Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs™ continue to innovate many features, allowing an appropriate, new variety of massages specifically made for each individual. In addition, she views Medical Breakthrough as one of the best innovations of the millennium.

"I’m so happy about the Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs™; they are a fabulous, new innovation. I’ve never endorsed a product before in all of these years, but this I’m endorsing because it can help so many people." ~Linda Elyad

"We work very hard to earn the respect of the medical community, and it is a great honor to have her endorsement. To be recognized by such an accomplished chiropractor is an amazing achievement. We are honored and will continue our mission to relieve the world of chronic pain. We could not have done all of this ourselves, and thanks to former chiropractors like Linda Elyad, we are helping more and more people lead better lives everyday. Chronic pain can lead to so many problems and the Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs can help so many people. That’s why more and more doctors are joining our mission every month." - Sarah Mitchell, Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs™.
Dr. Ronald Fuhrmann is a graduate of Virginia Commonwealth University through the Virginia Medical School Program in Richmond, Virginia. He also has a Bachelors degree in biology from Eastern Nazarene College located in Massachusetts. As a doctor with 30 years of practice, Dr. Furman continues his education and receives further training year after year to help bring the best care for his community. While researching the best massage chairs, he used this extensive knowledge to conclude at Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs.

While in search for a massage chair for his office, Dr. Fuhrmann had been seeking something that provided real therapeutic benefits that he can experience. He has frequently gotten massages for their therapeutic benefits, but wanted the convenience of having one in his office, and a chair for his patients, staff and himself. For many years, he had only been able to find a massage chair that tries to give a decent massage, but often failed at giving a full body, deep tissue massage. He was unable to receive the benefits that he and his patients needed.

After further research, Dr. Fuhrmann became impressed with the innovation, engineering, and features of the Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs. He took notice to the customized features of the chair and its ability to scan your body for a more personalized massage. When the chair determines your body height, weight, and shape, it can offer even more therapeutic benefits. He also noticed the further customizations in the chair when choosing the type of massage you want, along with the intensity for your needs.

“From day one, I have not been disappointed. The chair does exactly what it says it can do, I love the way it looks, and it’s well built. First and foremost, it can deliver a deep tissue, full body massage including your arms, your legs, your hands, and your feet.” —Ronald Fuhrmann

After buying the chair, Dr. Fuhrmann, his staff, and his patients have loved the therapies and the massages they have received. As a frequent user of his massage chair, Dr. Fuhrmann highly recommends Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs.
Dr. Shawn Lee is a Graduate of Boise State University and Case Western Reserve University – School of Dental Medicine. He has been practicing General Dentistry for the past 8 years.

Because his job requires a lot of uncomfortable standing and sitting positions while working on his patients, Dr. Lee started to experience a painful strain on his back. He started getting massages on a regular basis about a year ago, and since then has been able to alleviate his pain, saying the massages have worked really well for him. He mentioned the biggest problem he had with getting regular massages was the time it took out of his day. To solve this problem, Dr. Lee became interested in purchasing a massage chair. After researching what’s available, he made the decision to purchase the very best massage chair, a Medical Breakthrough Massage Chair.

He quickly noticed that his Medical Breakthrough Massage Chair can be used and enjoyed by anybody. “It can tailor to your body type; for whatever needs you have, it has a lot of different functions you can dial in.” Aside from just him using it, his wife, kids and friends have all loved the chair and mentioned their desire to purchase one themselves.

An added benefit that Dr. Lee discusses is the relaxation aspect of the chair. He loves that it can give a full “head to toe” massage, without missing a single part of your body. He also highlights its’ ability to stretch out your back. All you have to do is hit the setting and feel the stretch. The chair does all the work! Another thing he speaks highly of is the zero gravity function, making the chair comfortable enough to fall asleep in.

“With living in Alaska, not only has the Medical Breakthrough Massage Chair helped with my profession, but a lot of the outdoor activities that I do up here; hiking, fishing, hunting, and just sports in general. It’s a great help to have the chair at home, and alleviate the aches and pains that are associated with the outdoor life here in Alaska.” ~ Dr. Shawn Lee
Dr. Peter Kim is an oral surgeon with 20 years of experience in the Seattle, Washington area. His studies and residency at the University of Illinois have helped take his career to the Providence Regional Medical Center as a respected professional in the health industry.

Being a surgeon, Dr. Kim usually stands all day long, and performs surgeries lasting up to 6 hours at a time, which strain his lower back. This demand requires him to receive regularly scheduled massages to keep his body healthy and ready for the next day. Dr. Kim has always been a strong believer in massages, but was not ready to commit to a chair until he found the Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs.

Dr. Kim has always kept an eye out for different massage chairs and massage equipment, but has rarely been satisfied in what the industry has offered. He was aware that the technology is out and available, but has been waiting for a company like Medical Breakthrough to innovate with the advancements in technology. As a pleasant surprise gift from his wife, Dr. Kim was finally able to receive the benefits of a Medical Breakthrough Massage Chair.

After receiving his Medical Breakthrough Chair, Dr. Kim was surprised how often he enjoyed getting a massage. With the busy schedule that a surgeon like Dr. Kim has, he says it’s a luxury to find the time in pushing the restart button on a Medical Breakthrough Massage Chair to enjoy another massage back-to-back. Dr. Kim also talks highly of the hip twist feature. He notices that a Medical Breakthrough Massage Chair is the only chair to perform this type of movement, which can “neutralize the spine,” and allow for a more comfortable position when the massage rollers work their magic.

“We are privileged to have the well respected opinions from Dr. Kim about his new Medical Breakthrough Massage Chair, and are always pleased to see that our chairs are gifts that give improvements in health to entire families from all over.”
- Sarah Mitchell, Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs™.
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As a retired chiropractor and massage therapist with over 30 years of practice in the medical field, William Finn has literally seen and assisted in fixing every chronic to acute pain imaginable. Simply put by Finn himself, “I know massage.”

As a graduate from Yale University, Finn has worked to relieve pain in thousands of patients over the past few decades, including athletes ranging from football stars, wrestlers, weightlifters, US military personnel, Special Forces, and most commonly, senior citizens. With the growing number of support from doctors and medical professionals, William Finn is excited to support Medical Breakthrough™ and their mission of providing pain relief to the world.

William Finn discusses his appreciation for the Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs™, regarding its craftsmanship, beauty, engineering, durability, beneficial properties, and innovation for being miles ahead of the rest of the industry. He focused his importance on the need for Medical Breakthrough’s™ complex massage varieties, and versatile design; it’s what most notably makes the Medical Breakthrough Series true to massage therapy, and chiropractic treatments. Through all of the years he has been practicing chiropractics, he noticed that no other massage chair company has worked with as many doctors as Medical Breakthrough. This is the only chair that can provide years of pain relief based on chiropractic and massage therapy concepts.

Although providing immediate pain relief is what got most of the medical community excited about the Medical Breakthrough Series massage chairs, its durable engineering is what sparked Finn’s attention first. He immediately compared it to others on the market and noticed the strong differences with Medical Breakthrough™ because it was much better built than other chairs. With a heavy, durable structure and support, it’s not only great for the home but perfect for a chiropractor’s office, because its structure is made to endure thousands of hours of use.

"The single most interesting thing about the Medical Breakthrough 8™ is the way that you can vary all of the different therapeutic modalities involved. [The Medical Breakthrough 8] has a lot of different ways of approaching your body; you can vary the pressure, you can have percussion, it has vibration, it has a whole variety of things that you can do. You get a much more effective, relaxing experience, and a lot more pain relief." –William Finn

We are honored to have the support of so many doctors and medical professionals. With the support of these professionals, present and former, like William Finn, Medical Breakthrough™ will continue to produce and innovate massage chairs that can truly help heal your body.
Michael Waller is a Physical Therapist with over 30 years of experience. He graduated from CSU Northridge and continued his studies at UCLA Medical Center where he earned his education in Clinical Training.

After completing his education, he became a Physical Therapist, treating patients with a variety of pathologies in areas including neurology, orthopedics, and internal medicine. However, most of his expertise is in diagnosis and treatment centered on acute and chronic neck and lower back problems.

Waller has been a frequent user of massage chairs for about 15 years, as he suffers from his own back problems. He decided that his own massage chair needed an upgrade, and due to the improvements in technology, he decided to start searching for a new chair.

While researching, Waller came across Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs. As a very hands-on buyer, he made a trip to the Medical Breakthrough Showroom to test every single chair model for himself. He was instantly hooked. He mentions that he was most impressed with the materials made to engineer the chair, along with the technology being far superior to other chairs he’s seen.

Waller continues to express his liking for the customizability of the chair. He likes that anybody can tailor a massage program based on their needs, since the chair allows adjustments to the pressure of the air cells, the location of the massage, and the types of massage (kneading, rolling, and tapping). He also loves that the massage chair can perform all of the customized features in a zero gravity position, which he says is, “great because it takes all the pressure off of your spine.”

“I’ve tried and researched a number of different units out on the market, and I believe that they have one of the best massage chairs available today.” - Michael Waller

We are proud that not only chiropractors, but physical therapists with over 30 years of experience love the Medical Breakthrough massage chairs!
"Outstanding! I have a son (high school senior) with back problems (always at the chiropractor) and he has enjoyed the chair, believing it has helped relax his upper back so it doesn’t “go out” as often.

Muscle Tension. Headaches. Back ache. Anxiety. These are common problems many of us experience daily from our stressful workdays. I have found relief with the Medical Breakthrough 7 massage chair using the variety of techniques and zones available on the program selection. We often need an opportunity to escape the rigors of the day, and this product can help you find that relief.

Thank you for your concern, and thank you for your customer service. It is difficult to find "good customer service" in this day and age."

Dr. Craig Dockter

---

"I have had my Medical Breakthrough 8 for about a month now. It has been awesome! My first exposure to a massage chair dates back about 15 years when I purchased a Med Flex chair that had lots of rollers, but no air bags. I more recently tried my brother-in-law’s more modern chair with air bags called a CozziQ. I then started looking at lots of reviews and trying as many chairs as I could. I finally settled on the Medical Breakthrough 8, and I’m happy I did. I love the full body massage and how it really works the back, neck, hips, arms, shoulders, legs, and feet. It does really help to stretch and relax the muscles after a hard day. I found that I am using it almost daily, and sometimes more than once daily. I have tried many different “auto” modes and individual modes. I like the back massages and hips the most. The control board is easy to use as well. Overall, I am pleased with its performance and look and feel."

Allan L. Allphin, MD
Surgeon

---

"The Medical Breakthrough chair that I ordered is great. It has brought relaxation and muscle relief to everyone who has used it in my house. It arrived on time in a big box, and I was able to get it in my room. The assembly was easy and minimal. The chair performs excellently. It compresses your legs, arms, and gluteal area along with vibration, so it successfully moves static blood around. The vibration is also good for moving congestion in the lungs. The back has very comfortable massage rollers and the control box lets you customize your workout. Everyone that visited us during the holidays loved it. In fact, they fought over who got it next!

The chair relaxes you, smooths tight muscles, moves blood out of static areas, and massages you while you relax. I highly recommend the chair and feel that it is of highest quality at a reasonable price."

Dr. Charles Allen

---
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**KATE & JERRALD M., WICHITA, KS**
My husband and I used to go get a Swedish massage twice a week because of his back problems and my arms. He does construction so he needs a strong massage almost everyday, but we can only afford to go twice a week. But even that got to be a little too expensive. After a lot of thought, we decided to get a massage chair. We gave Breakthrough 8 a chance and we are glad we did. This chair is amazing. We both use the chair one hour a day, and we even bought one for both of our parents. This chair can help fix any pain you have.

**MICHIO W., CORONA, CA**
I like how Breakthrough 8 massages every part of my body. As a practitioner of full body yoga and Pilates, I absolutely believe that a full-body treatment is required to solve any physical injury problems. Breakthrough 8 is one of the few massage chairs on the market that provides full-body massage, and I use it at least once a week.

**EDWARD J. J., BAKERSFIELD, CA**
Amazing Massage Chair! Medical Breakthrough 8 is in a class of its own. The high swing massage is amazing. I can feel my entire body move left and right. I've tried over 20 massage chairs, and no other massage chair does this. I am also 6'2 and the legs easily extend to fit my height. This massage chair is just amazing. I appreciate all the extra care and engineering that goes into making Medical Breakthrough 8 fit all body types.

**CHRISTINA N., HUNTINGTON, WV**
Breakthrough 8 is definitely not what I expected. Usually, I think that most massage chair's claims are just marketing ploys. I have always thought that all massage chairs as really comfortable recliners to get me relaxed. I have never been so glad to be wrong in my entire life. Medical Breakthrough 8 blew me away! It really is a medical breakthrough! I could already feel the difference in my back after only a few massage sessions. What I like the most is the deep tissue massage. This massage chair is stronger than any other massage chair I have tried. It does a great job. After just 6 months of using it regularly, I’m pleased to find that my back pain slowly fading. I’m able to relax a lot more. My chiropractor is really surprised at my fast progress. She said it would take years!

**MARLENE W., NEW YORK, NY**
I'm not a tech person, and installing the chair was pretty hard. But thanks to Frank, I was able to put the entire chair together in less than an hour. He walked me through the entire process. We sent pictures back and forth through our iPhone, and 1 hour later the chair was done. It was an amazing experience. Thanks, Frank for all the help.

**BETTY C., TAMPA, FL**
Absolutely the best. If you haven't ordered one, order one now. You won't regret it.

**NATASHA R., CHICAGO, IL**
People always speak of Apple as a company with great design philosophy making great devices with tremendous utility. Well, Medical Breakthrough 8 is the same way. Their chair looks amazing; it's the best part of my living room. And whenever I have friends over, it is the center of attention. Everyone wants to try it. I have already referred 3 people that each got their own chair.

**RALPH C., HOUSTON, TX**
The zero gravity is my favorite part. True sensation of weightlessness has never felt so good. Love it.

**TERRY T., ORLANDO, FL**
Medical Breakthrough really did a great job designing Breakthrough 8! I was impressed by how this chair looks and feels. The chair was also very easy to install. It does a deep tissue massage head to toe. Definitely first-class in design out of all the massage chairs that I have considered.

**GARY E., BOSTON, MA**
I bought it because I got into an accident, and my lower back has been hurting every day for the past 3 years. I thank my chiropractor a lot because he was the one that recommended it. Now my entire family uses it. The chair is so peaceful it puts my mom to sleep. My favorite massage feature is the tapping. I used to ask everyone in the house to give me a massage, now the chair does it for me. Everyone is very happy to say the least.

**BLANCA V., JERSEY CITY, NJ**
Medical Breakthrough 8 will help you explore the muscles that you usually don't think about. Apparently I have really tight calf muscles. I didn't know about it until Breakthrough 8 tried to massage it the first time. The “It hurts so good,” saying has never felt so true. Now I'm addicted to it.

**SARAH D. M., SANTA BARBARA, CA**
I jumped right into using it as soon as I installed it. The controller is intuitive enough, and the display shows all the information that you need to start using it right away. The manual was barely needed. I only read it because I thought the chair was great.

**TIM H., TEMPE, AZ**
When I first got Breakthrough 8, it wasn’t working right away. I was so angry. I felt really sorry for the representative who answered my phone call because he got an earful! After 30 minutes of troubleshooting, it turned out to be my fault. The chair was working fine. I installed the chair incorrectly and one of the air holes fell off. Maybe I was too excited. However, thank you for having a (very) patient customer service representative.
COMPANIES WITH A COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE CHOOSE MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGH

The world famous headquarters of Google in Mountain View, California, also known as GooglePlex, is known by many as the most modern, luxurious and innovative workspace in the world. Some of the most respected newspapers and journals think this for one common reason—Google’s employee perks.

After Google went public in 2004, Founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin wrote a letter to their shareholders, promising their commitment to provide employee benefits that could, "save employees considerable time, and improve their health and productivity." In keeping their promise, Google bought 4 Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs for their employees to enjoy for the therapeutic benefits our chairs provide. Google is committed to providing the best services to their workers - so it’s not surprising that they chose the most advanced massage chairs on the planet. Alongside Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs, Google also offers state of the art sleeping pods, free organic meals, free transportation (self driving cars), and a gym.

In surveys conducted each year by Forbes, Glassdoor, and Business Insider, which ranks the best places to work, Google has been ranked in the #1 spot multiple times and in the top 5 in the past decade. It’s an honor to help Google become the #1 place to work in America by providing Medical Breakthrough Massage Chairs to their employees for a healthier and more productive work environment.

ARE YOU A BUSINESS? DO YOU WANT TO PAMPER YOUR EMPLOYEES LIKE GOOGLE?

Call (818) 233-3303 today and ask about our bulk rates for businesses.
Whether you're a customer, a fan, or a potential partner, we'd love to hear from you. Please call us at the number below. We usually answer every phone call. If we are not available, please leave a message and we will return your phone call within 24 hours. Thank you!

**CALL US AT 1 (818) 233-3303 TO TALK TO A MASSAGE CHAIR SPECIALIST.**

**CUSTOMER SERVICE:**
(818) 270-3163  
support@medicalbreakthrough.org  
Hours: Monday to Friday, 9AM - 5PM PST

**MAILING ADDRESS:**
28577 Industry Drive,  
Valencia, CA 91355

www.MedicalBreakthrough.com

Call Now - (818) 210-4485
CALL
(818) 210-4485
TO TALK TO A
TECHNICIAN!
IT'S TIME FOR A... MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGH™